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The headquarters of American Public University in Charles Town was
once the county’s only hospital. 

 
CHARLES TOWN – Since 2003, the house they call the “Big Yellow House on West Congress Street”
has been the headquarters of the American Public University System. But, as a book by Carl Post
recently reprinted by APUS ePress details, the building has a storied history and was central to the
lives of the people of Jefferson County for a century.

Serving as the county’s only hospital for nearly half that time the Big Yellow House was a rare
commodity for a rural agricultural community at the beginning of the 20th Century.

“When a medical facility
sprang up as if from nowhere
in the midst of a small West
Virginia town in the first half
of the 20th century,” it offered
life and healing to the people
living in and around Charles
Town, writes Post, a former
chair of Military Studies and
History at APUS.

These people weathered war,
epidemics, and economic
depression, but they did so
with health care that worked
and doctors who saved lives.

“This bonding between town,
hospital, and physician was
not some fluke or chance
happening. It emanated from
the profound dedication and

grim resolve of one doctor who made his home into what we might today call a clinic. Then, with the
help of a handful of fellow doctors, he turned this clinic into a small hospital.”

Post’s 61-page book, full of original documents and period photographs, details the struggle of Dr.
Richard Venning and a host of other local physicians to build a functioning healthcare system in a
time where scientific medicine was viewed with a measure of suspicion and rural poverty made deft
financial juggling a necessity.

Venning and his wife Ethel purchased the Big Yellow House in 1901. By 1904, they were converting
the second story into a functioning hospital, outfitted with patients’ rooms, a surgical theater and a
sterilization room.

Charles Town General Hospital, as the house was then dubbed, began with a bold mission that was
not at all universal practice at the time.

“The hospital began operating under a guiding principle: nobody should ever be denied medical care
because of an inability to pay a medical bill,” writes Post.

Post skillfully reconstructs the vivid, intensely human story of the doctors, nurses, orderlies and
patients who fought to make the hospital a safe place for the county’s sick and injured to receive
treatment and recovery.

Sarah Canfield Fuller, assistant editor for acquisitions and journals with APUS ePress, said the
decision to reprint the book, which was originally distributed by the Jefferson County Health Care
Foundation, is meant to highlight APUS’s connection to Jefferson County.

“In the course of telling the history of the house, it also tells a lot of the history of Charles Town,”
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The story of its creation is detailed in a book recently released by APUS
ePress.

Fuller said. “It includes the story of the founding of Charles Town and a description of what
Jefferson County was like around the time of the Civil War.”

APUS ePress has published 10
books in the last year. While
the majority have been
faculty-written textbooks used
in classes at American Public
University or American
Military University, ePress
also occasionally publishes
monographs with a
connection to the school or to
Charles Town, DeLong
explained.

“This is kind of a unique book
for us, because we are usually
putting out faculty-authored
textbooks,” said Brittany
DeLong, assistant editor for
web applications. “This is a
way to help us connect with
the community.”

Electronic copies of the book
are available through APUS
ePress’s website. Hardback
copies will be printed on
demand for $15.50, which is
the price of producing the
book.
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